Randy Lunde

Randy Lunde is a life-long member of the Westby Ski Club. He grew up in a Norwegian American household in Westby and began ski jumping at an early age.

His nomination is inspired by his service to the sport. If you ask anyone who jumped at Westby in the 1980’s and 90’s they likely stayed at Randy’s home for the event, or they were invited too.

Randy was encouraged by his mentor and dear friend Dr. P.T. Bland (ASJHOF) when his ski jumping years came to an end to become a ski jumping judge. His initial interest was simply to help out as a judge with the junior competitions in Westby, which grew to expand throughout the Central division and later the entire U.S.

His judging career started in 1979 -2004. He served as an official at over 10 U.S. Junior National Championships, a favorite assignment for Randy.

Randy's other assignments included Kulm Ski Flying, Holmenkollen, and both combined and special jumping at the 2002 Winter Olympics in Park City.